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Abstract

Stakeholders in the modeling and simulation (M&S) community organized a

workshop at the 2019 Annual Meeting of the Orthopaedic Research Society

(ORS) entitled “Reproducibility in Modeling and Simulation of the Knee: Academic,

Industry, and Regulatory Perspectives.” The goal was to discuss efforts among these

stakeholders to address irreproducibility in M&S focusing on the knee joint. An

academic representative from a leading orthopedic hospital in the United States

described a multi‐institutional, open effort funded by the National Institutes of

Health to assess model reproducibility in computational knee biomechanics. A
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regulatory representative from the United States Food and Drug Administration

indicated the necessity of standards for reproducibility to increase utility of M&S in

the regulatory setting. An industry representative from a major orthopedic implant

company emphasized improving reproducibility by addressing indeterminacy in

personalized modeling through sensitivity analyses, thereby enhancing preclinical

evaluation of joint replacement technology. Thought leaders in the M&S community

stressed the importance of data sharing to minimize duplication of efforts. A survey

comprised 103 attendees revealed strong support for the workshop and for

increasing emphasis on computational modeling at future ORS meetings. Nearly all

survey respondents (97%) considered reproducibility to be an important issue.

Almost half of respondents (45%) tried and failed to reproduce the work of others.

Two‐thirds of respondents (67%) declared that individual laboratories are most

responsible for ensuring reproducible research whereas 44% thought that journals

are most responsible. Thought leaders and survey respondents emphasized that

computational models must be reproducible and credible to advance knee M&S.

K E YWORD S

credibility, knee, modeling, regulatory, reproducibility, simulation

1 | INTRODUCTION

The scientific method has enabled a vast expansion in human

knowledge and far‐reaching technological advancements. Reproduc-

ibility is a linchpin of this paradigm; if the results and conclusions of a

scientific investigation cannot be reproduced, a ground truth has not

been established, which precludes the ability to derive a secure,

actionable belief about a phenomenon.1 The inability to reproduce

preclinical findings across diverse fields is a serious concern in the

scientific community.2–4 Examples of irreproducible science range

from psychology experiments5 to animal models,6 to microarray and

cell‐based studies.7 These cases merit attention because scientific

advancement relies on robust, new knowledge, which provides the

underpinnings for novel technologies and products. Moreover,

reproducible science garners public confidence and support, which

stimulates a virtuous cycle of further investment in scientific

endeavors.8 Thus, scientific advancement is challenged when

fundamental research findings cannot be reproduced. Accordingly,

these concerning findings have captured the attention of the

National Institutes of Health (NIH), which has proposed steps to

foster rigor in grant applications submitted to this agency.3

Practitioners of modeling and simulation (M&S) in the field of

orthopedics have recognized the importance of incorporating

verification and validation studies to corroborate specific outcomes

of interest (e.g., force, kinematics, strain, contact stress, and so on)

with well‐controlled experimental data for various musculoskeletal

joints and tissues based on a specific context of use.9–16 Accordingly,

guidance documents and regulatory standards for credible practices

in M&S have emerged over the last decade serving as a general

framework to verify and validate computational models.17–20 As M&S

achieves widespread adoption in orthopedics,21 reproducibility is also

a pressing area of interest across the academic, industry, and

regulatory spaces. Numerous subjective decisions of the developer

throughout the modeling workflow, the so‐called “art” of M&S, may

be a critical barrier to achieve reproducible model outcomes, which

would inhibit application of M&S in these spaces and compromise the

ability to translate these powerful tools to the clinic to improve

patient care.22 To raise awareness on reproducibility challenges in

computational knee biomechanics, a community of knee modeling

researchers organized a workshop at the 2019 Meeting of the

Orthopaedic Research Society (ORS 2019)21 (see Supporting

Information: Appendix 1, Proposal), which was open to all ORS

2019 participants.

The purpose of the workshop was to describe ongoing efforts by

stakeholders from the academia, industry, and regulatory spaces and

to engage the ORS community in discussion regarding opportunities

and challenges in reproducibility in M&S focusing on physics‐based

modeling of the knee joint. Specific goals were, first, to describe a

multi‐institutional project funded by NIH aimed at identifying critical

aspects of M&S.21 The second goal was to describe reproducibility

challenges and requirements in regulatory submissions when using

M&S for device evaluation. The third goal was to discuss considera-

tions for reproducibility of M&S in the preclinical assessment of

medical devices. These goals were accomplished through 15‐minute

presentations by each speaker. The workshop also emphasized

involvement from the broader knee biomechanics community via

5min “flash opinions” provided by thought leaders in the field. The

goal of the flash opinions was to stimulate audience participation

during an ensuing 30min question and answer session among all

workshop attendees. Attendees provided feedback regarding their
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perceptions of reproducibility in M&S of the knee through a survey

administered during the workshop. In the present manuscript, we

include perspectives of the academic, industry and regulatory

representatives, summarize flash opinions of the thought leaders

and comments from the audience, and present the survey results.

2 | AN ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE

Carl Imhauser, PhD, Hospital for Special Surgery, New York, NY.

The reproducibility problem has captured the attention of the NIH

and motivated steps to foster rigor in grant applications submitted to this

agency.3 The reproducibility problem is a point of concern in the field of

M&S, as these powerful tools become widely adopted for scientific

discovery and for clinical care. M&S of the knee has advanced over the

last four decades from a small community using code developed in‐house

to broadly used, commercial and open source software suites that are

widely employed in academia and industry.23–25 As we strive to use M&S

of the knee clinically in treatment decision‐making, establishing

reproducibility of these tools takes on added importance.

The workflow for M&S of the knee involves model development,

evaluation, and simulation processes. This workflow relies on objective

scientific principles but commonly requires the intuition of the modeler

during implementation. This so‐called “art of modeling” may consist of

subjective decisions acquired through experiential learning and be

limited by constraints, such as time, software and hardware resources,

and complexity, all with the end application (research question or

design criteria) in mind. These decisions introduce uncertainties in the

modeling workflow and can impact reproducibility of the mechanical

predictions from joint level kinetics to tissue level stresses. Consider,

for example, the range of decisions and the number of steps that the

modeler faces to describe a single constituent of the knee such as the

medial collateral ligament (MCL). First, the modeler must extract

geometric information including its shape and insertions via dissec-

tions, anatomical atlases, or segmentation of medical scans. Next, the

modeler must describe the material formulation of the MCL and its

mechanical implementation, for example, three‐dimensional elements,

two‐dimensional membranes, or nonlinear springs, with associated

selection of constitutive model form and pretension/prestrain.26,27

Material properties and joint laxity, which vary widely from person‐to‐

person and with age,28–31 must also be selected and can range from

mean properties extracted from the literature to subject‐specific

properties via calibration.10,12,32 Boundary conditions including shape,

insertions, and applied loads are also important considerations. Clinical

controversy regarding the existence, structure, and biomechanical

function of anatomical structures adds to the uncertainty in

representations of knee anatomy in M&S.33 Moreover, the highly

complicated and variable nature of knee anatomy further confounds

the ability to achieve reproducible practices in M&S of the knee.34,35

These examples are a subset of the complexity a modeler faces and

the myriad decisions a modeler must make to derive a physics‐based

model of the knee.

To begin addressing reproducibility in M&S of the knee joint, five

independent research teams are documenting their knee M&S

workflows to address a fundamental question concerning the ‘art

of modeling’ and its potential impact on reproducibility: “Do the

predictions of natural knee biomechanics depend on the modeling

decisions of separate development teams when the target simulation

scenarios and the source data to build models remain the same?” To

this end, each team in this NIH‐funded research is independently

modeling two knees relying on the same data. This cross‐institutional

effort, which is hosted on the SimTK infrastructure (https://simtk.

org/), will reveal the state of reproducibility in M&S of the knee

focusing on whole joint and tissue mechanics. Reproducibility of

kinematics and kinetics predictions across several clinical scenarios

will be used to assess potential for model reuse. Model predictions

from each group will also be compared to subject‐specific experi-

mental data, to assess how closely model predictions corroborate

physical measurements. These simulation scenarios include passive

knee flexion, the pivot shift clinical exam, and a weight bearing X‐ray.

This project involves curation of all aspects of the M&S workflow

through its lifecycle including specifications, development and

calibration, protocol deviations, source data, intermediate and final

outcomes (model components, models, simulation results), and model

reuse scenarios. At the time of compilation of this manuscript, this

study resulted in several publications and resources.21,22,36–38

A key component of this effort is open, prospective documentation

of model processes through submission of specifications before

initiation of each modeling phase.37 Subsequent documentation of

deviations during each modeling phase from the intended model

workflow will reveal differences between what each modeling group

intended to do and what was done as the modelers proceed through

each phase. Agreement of model predictions among teams would

indicate that the simulation approaches are interchangeable and can be

used based on need. Heterogeneity of model predictions among teams

provides the opportunity to identify contributing factors. This focused

effort to understand reproducibility in M&S of the knee may lead to

standardization and best practices to facilitate not only reproducibility

but also model exchange and repurposing. These efforts are needed to

build faith in model predictions and to reinforce robust scientific

methodology in this burgeoning field. This work will help to enable

clinical translation of M&S expanding its utility from preclinical

applications, such as the design and evaluation of orthopedic devices,

to direct implementation in clinical care. Active participation from the

biomechanical modeling community is encouraged and opportunities for

interaction are facilitated through the KneeHub website where all

project stages are documented, and all work products are freely

available for download.39

3 | A REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE

Andrew P. Baumann, PhD, US Food and Drug Administration, Center for

Devices and Radiological Health, Office of Science and Engineering

Laboratories, Division of Applied Mechanics, Silver Spring, MD.
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Medical devices undergo regulatory review before marketing to

ensure safety and effectiveness. The level of review and regulatory

pathway reflects the device classification and risk level. The Center

for Devices and Radiological Health in the United States Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) classifies devices as Class I having the

lowest risk, Class II having more risk, and Class III having the greatest

risk. Subsequent review can range from general controls, to special

controls, as well as Premarket Approval (PMA), respectively. Most

orthopedic knee devices are reviewed through the 510(k) (special

controls) or PMA pathways. These review processes often involve

testing to demonstrate preclinical mechanical performance of the

device. These mechanical performance tests are traditionally per-

formed “on the bench,” using load frames, fixtures, and physical test

specimens. Benchtop tests have existed for many years with

practices being iteratively refined and improved. The community

has published standards and guidance documents specific to knee

devices, which detail the accepted way to perform bench

tests.20,40–48 Device manufacturers are familiar with conducting

these tests and regulating agencies are familiar with evaluating the

results. Thus, there can be a high level of consistency and

reproducibility in the tests, which facilitates efficient development,

regulatory review, and marketing of knee devices.

Despite its effectiveness, bench testing can be time and resource

expensive. Physical test specimens must be manufactured and are

often lost to destructive testing. Tests involving fatigue loading also

require a significant investment of time. This has led to the use of

computational modeling and simulation in regulatory submissions to

support and supplement mechanical performance testing. Computa-

tional M&S techniques, such as finite element analysis (FEA), allow

medical device manufacturers to test devices in a virtual framework.

This has the potential to reduce costs and speed testing throughput.

M&S also enable rapid changes to test parameters and provides

results that would otherwise be inaccessible. For example, in

situations where engineers might be limited to measuring strain

response with gages and/or digital image correlation on device

surfaces, FEA can predict high resolution strain maps through entire

device volumes. In addition to being a powerful research, develop-

ment, and design tool, FEA can be used to test many similar designs

within a device family to assist the determination of the worst case

for subsequent loading on the bench. Setting up and executing such a

parametric analysis is often an advantage of simulations. Moving

ahead, FEA will likely see increased use in regulatory evaluation

of knee devices due to the benefits it may offer over traditional

techniques.

FEA is not without shortcomings. Bench testing has had years of

refinement to achieve reproducibility, but FEA is comparatively new

to knee device testing. At the time of the 2019 workshop, only one

standard existed for FEA of knee components48 with another since

being published.49 Given this lack of instruction, modelers must often

make their own decisions when building a computational framework

instead of following an established set of guidelines. The decisions

that modelers make vary widely from one practitioner to another,

leading to a variety of different simulations and outcomes. This

decision making, or “art of modeling,” limits the consistency of finite

element models. Reproducibility tends to decrease as modeler

decision making increases and models diverge. As such, regulators

can be burdened by inconsistent modeling techniques that must be

interpreted on an individual basis. For example, simulating the

performance of a knee device can be complicated by incorporation of

knee anatomy. Material models and contact interactions associated

with the knee (bone, cartilage, ligaments, tendons, muscles, and so

on) all present challenges when evaluating model credibility and

associated device performance. With another orthopedic implant

(intervertebral body fusion devices), the FDA observed that basic

information needed to assess a computational model (code verifica-

tion, mesh convergence, validation, and so on) was often not included

in regulatory submissions.50 Knee device submissions likely follow a

similar trend. Therefore, the computational modeling community

should focus on reproducibility and more trustworthy simulations.

Regulators cannot rely on simulations before these expectations are

met. Current efforts to publish computational modeling standards,

guidance documents, and best practices have the potential to

increase reproducibility.20,47 Stakeholders must invest in these tools

to make modeling and simulation more reproducible now, such that

future simulations may become more consistent and have greater

credibility and utility in a regulatory framework.

4 | AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

Xiangyi (Cheryl) Liu, PhD, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, NJ.

Reproducibility of clinical outcomes of a given implant or

procedure is one of the key credibility assessments of knee models.

Knee models are used to evaluate new implants and procedural

solutions by simulating the effects of changes in model inputs, such

as implant geometries, positioning of the implants or preservation of

soft tissues, on model outputs. The model outputs reflect the clinical

outcome of current solutions, such as stresses in the implant or

tissue, relative motions between implant components, or relative

motion between implant and surrounding tissue. From the perspec-

tive of model reproducibility, this is mostly demonstrated in the end

applications of the knee models. However, there is information in the

knee model creation, calibration, and validation process that may

be used to assess reproducibility in the proposed end application of

the models.

One reason why reproducibility of knee modeling is difficult is

because we are solving an indeterminate system. There are numerous

soft tissue structures around the knee and each structure has several

parameters to describe its behavior. The number of experiments that

can be conducted to calibrate these unknowns is smaller than the

number of unknowns for cadaveric knee models and even smaller for

in vivo knee models. Different labs participating in the project may

generate different knee models using the same set of experimental

data, because there are many feasible solutions for the indeterminate

system.51 Knowing the model is not the unique solution underscores

2572 | IMHAUSER ET AL.
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the importance of quantifying uncertainties of key input parameters

and their effect on key output parameters for the proposed

application.52,53

Output parameters that industry has historically been interested

in are mostly related to durability of the implants such as peak stress,

micromotion, contact pressure, and contact area in the implants. In

those scenarios, identifying the worst‐case condition is the key step

before any testing or analysis. With industry putting more and more

focus on improving patient satisfaction and quality of life, additional

kinematic quantities of interest such as range of motion, stability, and

soft tissue balancing are being evaluated in addition to durability

factors. These output parameters as well as input parameters for

knee models are patient specific. A library of heterogeneous patient‐

specific models is required to evaluate the clinical outcomes in these

scenarios. When building a library of models, it is important to

demonstrate reproducibility in the entire process from model

creation and calibration to model validation.

5 | “FLASH OPINIONS” ON
REPRODUCIBILITY

Jeffrey Bischoff, PhD (Director, Research, Zimmer Biomet).

Nico Verdonschot, PhD (Professor and Scientific Director of the

Technical Medical Institute at University of Twente at University of

Twente).

Benjamin J. Fregly, PhD (Professor and CPRIT Scholar in Cancer

Research, Rice University).

Dr. Bischoff noted the difficulty in clearly documenting work to

maximize reproducibility and indicated that even FDA guidance

documents and published consensus standards may not be explicit

enough to result in clear model and workflow descriptors to ensure

reproducibility. In addition, storing and sharing models and derivative

data may be ideal to enhance reproducibility, but this may be prevented

by conflicts of interests, intellectual property rights, and fear of losing

competitive advantage. Finally, Dr. Bischoff stated that driving towards

reproducibility too early in the maturity of a model may have a key

negative unintended consequence: it may prevent the evaluation of key

aspects of model form (e.g., boundary conditions), which originate

independently from separate modeling teams. Critical model uncertain-

ties are often identified by considering differences in key model

outputs resulting from differences in understanding model intent or in

decisions on model form across independent modeling groups. Once

identified, the modeling community can collectively drive to a more

prescriptive consensus approach towards a model form, which

considers both accuracy and reproducibility. For example, this process

is central to round robin studies in support of the proposed ASTM

modeling standards.49 Round robin studies highlight the variability in

modeling that occurs even when a draft model prescription is in place.

Therefore, this approach challenges the standards team to add (and

document) more specificity on essential model form attributes based on

valid technical justifications.

Professor Verdonschot commented on the inefficiency inherent in

many groups using slight variations of the same model and in each lab

attempting to build their own versions of the same model. Healthy

competition among research groups is an important factor in moving

the field forward but the need for the modeling community to share

resources, including standardized image MRI scans, remains a challenge

to be addressed. Without specific criteria for comparing models,

there are likely to be great differences in model predictions. Therefore,

assessing reproducibility in simpler scenarios than the native knee may

be more appropriate. Even within his research program, models

developed from different laboratory members working with the same

data set can vary drastically and result in “student‐specific” models.

Professor Verdonschot observed that the community lacks criteria for

contextualizing differences in model predictions across groups (e.g.,

failure criteria). That is, context must be established to determine what

level of differences in an outcome measure is meaningful. Without

specific context, ranking may be more relevant than providing exact

values. Establishing the purpose of the study is critical, because the

modeler needs to make choices and estimations (e.g., in boundary

conditions, material formulations for various tissues, choice of activity,

and so on) that depend on the context of use. These modeling choices

are based on what the modeler wants to assess, such as the behavior of

the collateral ligaments, or the cartilage contact stress, or the overall

stability in the knee with or without muscle forces. Finally, Professor

Verdonschot acknowledged trade‐offs between model complexity and

feasibility considering time, money, and personnel burden for both

developers and end‐users.

Professor Fregly emphasized that one must first ask two

fundamental questions when considering reproducibility: (1) What

specific phenomenon are we trying to reproduce? and (2) What is the

intended application of the model? Deciding what model to use,

whether the model is “good enough,” and what aspects need to be

correct depend on the intended purpose and end goal of the model. He

stated that model sharing is the most important area affecting

reproducibility. Having siloed groups each developing their own models

impedes the dissemination and sharing of knowledge. This process of

individual laboratories “reinventing the wheel” inhibits reproducibility

and prevents the community from building on the work of others.

Efforts to provide freely accessible modeling tools such as OpenSim

have done the field a great service and greater efforts at model sharing

are necessary to accelerate scientific advancement.54 Professor Fregly

acknowledged the fear of losing a competitive advantage through model

sharing, but emphasized that open efforts that he has headed, such as

the “Grand Challenge Competition to Predict In Vivo Knee Loads,”51

have been extremely beneficial to his career advancement and,

therefore, support the notion that there is ample opportunity for

publishing your own work and for model sharing.

Professor Fregly listed three factors that will impact reproduc-

ibility. First was the skill of the modeler, which was anecdotally

demonstrated by high variability in outcomes in his undergraduate

modeling courses. Given the broad spectrum of modeling abilities,
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enhancing reproducibility likely requires sharing of knowledge and of

best practices to provide modelers the opportunity to obtain similar

skill levels. Second was the wide array of decisions made during

model creation including choice of geometries (e.g., scaled geometry

or image‐based), choice of joint models, properties of bones and soft

tissues (e.g., cartilage, ligaments, muscle‐tendon units), and contact

properties. This challenge is compounded by the fact that many

parameters are not observable requiring improved methods for

assignment and calibration of model properties. Third was variations

in numerical implementation of the model such as in choice of

integrator and solver settings and in initial conditions. Finally,

Professor Fregly emphasized the need to increase model

sharing among the musculoskeletal modeling community to enhance

knowledge dissemination.

6 | SURVEY OF WORKSHOP ATTENDEES

A survey was disseminated during the workshop to understand the

opinions of attendees on reproducibility in M&S (see Supporting

Information: Appendix 2, Survey). Among those who attended the

workshop, 103 completed the survey, which was 4.2% of the total

number of ORS 2019 participants (2436). The survey was modeled

after one administered to the broader scientific community.55

Nearly all survey respondents (97%) thought reproducibility in

M&S was an important issue, whereas 98% liked the workshop and

95% stated that they would attend if it were held again (Table 1, Q1,

Q8, and Q9). These findings indicate an interest in both M&S

and reproducibility among ORS attendees and a desire to continue

discussions on these topics at future ORS meetings. A symposium on

practical considerations for model credibility in M&S hosted by the

ORS Orthopaedic Implants Section in 2022 indicate increased focus

on these topics in the ORS community since the 2019 workshop.

About half of respondents (56%) acknowledged that their lab did

not have established procedures to ensure reproducibility of knee M&S

(Table 1, Q2). Similarly, 45% have tried and failed to reproduce the work

of others (Table 1, Q3). In contrast, in another survey conducted across

major research disciplines, 34% of respondents did not have established

procedures for reproducibility in their lab and at least 60% of

respondents had unsuccessfully tried to reproduce someone else's

experiment.55 Our findings may indicate that the M&S community

members who attend the ORSMeeting are lagging the broader research

community in addressing the topic of reproducibility.

In our survey, only 8% of respondents reported trying to publish

a reproduction attempt (Table 1, Q6). These numbers are even less

than what was reported in a larger poll of the scientific community

where 24% had published a successful reproduction attempt and

13% had published an unsuccessful reproduction attempt.55 Our

workshop attendees likely also included students and members of

industry, which may have reduced this percentage in our cohort.

Interestingly, only 16% of those completing our survey had ever been

contacted by another lab that had tried to reproduce their work

(Table 1, Q7). These findings corroborate the larger poll of the

scientific community where <20% said they had ever been contacted

by another researcher who was unable to reproduce their work.55

Anecdotally, these findings may underscore that the burden of

reproducing others’ work is significant in terms of time and cost;

thus, there may be a lack of incentive to see these assessments

of reproducibility through to publication. Incentivizing such work

through promotion and funding may help address this issue.36,56

Interestingly, 43% of respondents believed that rigorous rules for

reproducibility would hinder progress/innovation in knee M&S

(Table 1, Q4). However, 65% thought that knee M&S publications

should provide access to raw data and code. Thus, there appeared

to be resistance to establishing formal rules for reproducibility, but a

receptiveness to open data sharing.

TABLE 1 Summary results of the survey among 103 participants of the workshop.

Question Yes No Responses

1. Do you consider reproducibility of Knee M&S to be an important
issue?

97% 3% 101

2. Does your lab have established procedures for reproducibility? 44% 56% 98

3. Have you tried to reproduce the work of others and failed? 45% 55% 98

4. Do you think rigorous rules for reproducibility in Knee M&S will
hinder progress/innovation?

43% 57% 90

5. Should all Knee M&S publications provide access to primary

(raw) data and modeling code?

65% 35% 96

6. Have you ever tried to publish a reproduction attempt? 8% 92% 98

7. Have you ever been contacted by another lab that has tried to

reproduce your work?

16% 84% 99

8. Did you like the workshop? 98% 2% 100

9. If this workshop were held again, would you attend? 95% 5% 98

Abbreviation: M&S, modeling and simulation.
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Regarding the greatest contributors to irreproducibility in knee

M&S, respondents to our workshop survey targeted insufficient

detail in the methods sections of archival journal publications (66%)

and lack of access to source data and code (54%) as the two main

culprits (Figure 1). Three quarters (77/102) of respondents indicated

that insufficient detail in the methods and/or lack of access to source

data were important sources of irreproducibility. These two issues

may be effectively resolved by journals and authors, respectively.

These factors also were also thought to play a role among the

broader scientific community where >80% deemed unavailability of

methods/code to always, often, or sometimes contribute to

irreproducibility.55 This finding may reinforce the need to both

increase methodological detail in journal publication and to support

open data and code sharing in the M&S community.56 The next

greatest perceived cause of irreproducibility was lack of training in

proper use of M&S tools (44%). Thus, focused training opportunities

in the appropriate use of M&S techniques could improve reproduc-

ibility in the orthopedics community. Similarly, in the Nature paper,

90% of respondents stated “better mentorship” as an approach that

would improve reproducibility.55 About one‐third of workshop

attendees deemed selective reporting of the best results (41%), bias

against publishing negative findings (36%), low statistical power

(35%), and low‐quality source data (31%) as important factors.

Interestingly, individuals from the broader scientific community

deemed selective reporting to always or often contribute to

irreproducibility at about 68%.55 About a quarter of workshop

attendees thought that pressure to publish (28%) contributed to

irreproducibility. Pressure to publish was a greater concern in the poll

of the broader scientific community where about 65% of scientists

deemed this factor to always or often contribute to irreproducibility

citing “intense competition and time pressure.”55 This discrepancy

may stem from the fact that participants in the 2019 ORS workshop

included trainees and representatives from industry, who may feel

this pressure less acutely than academics. Lack of verified software,

poor statistical training, and poor‐quality peer review were con-

sidered lesser contributors to irreproducibility by audience members

(≤17%). Poor‐quality peer review was also a lesser‐ranked contribu-

tor to irreproducibility in the poll of scientists across disciplines, yet

38% of respondents in that larger survey still thought it often or

sometimes contributed to irreproducibility.55

Regarding the most difficult aspects of knee M&S to

reproduce, respondents ranked defining boundary conditions

(45%) and material formulations (33%) as the most challenging,

while reproducing the joint coordinate system (24%) as one of the

least challenging (Figure 2). In contrast, our recent work revealed

wide variations in coordinate system definitions including axes

orientations and origin locations across modeling groups among

five teams but consistent boundary condition definitions.37 This

disparity between perception and reality may highlight an over-

looked area driving irreproducibility in Knee M&S and provide an

opportunity for improving reproducibility.21

About two‐thirds of respondents (67%) agreed that the main

responsibility for ensuring reproducible research in knee M&S lies

with the individual laboratories and the principal investigators

(Figure 3). Interestingly, 44% thought that journals bare responsibility

in ensuring reproducibility, whereas institutions and funding agencies

ranked lower at approximately one‐third each. Given restrictions in

article length, current journal formats may not allow for enough

details to be presented in the methods section of papers, thereby

compromising reproducibility potential. Further expansion of online

and Supporting Information (e.g., via GitHub, Figshare, and so on)

may help remedy this concern. Moreover, journals could play an

active role in fostering reproducible practices by encouraging

F IGURE 1 Survey results: What are the
biggest causes of irreproducibility in Knee
modeling and simulation (M&S), in your
opinion?

F IGURE 2 Survey results: What aspect of developing a knee
model do you find hardest to reproduce?
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publication of reproducibility attempts to further incentivize individual

laboratories to implement recommendations from the community

(Table 1, Q5, Q6).36 Journals may also have an opportunity to improve

reproducibility by asking or requiring authors to share data, methods,

and models for each publication. Funding agencies, which support large

scale repositories such as the SimTK (https://simtk.org/) for model

source data, benchmarking, and sharing, likely aid in shouldering the

burden placed on individual laboratories. Training researchers that data

sharing is an integral step in the research lifecycle could also help reduce

irreproducibility.

Characteristics of the cohort who completed the survey should

be considered. Workshop participants are likely to be more receptive

to the use of computational modeling in research and, therefore, have

concerns regarding reproducibility in M&S. Moreover, the respon-

dents may not be representative of all members of the knee M&S

community, who may be less likely to attend the ORS Meeting,

because it has historically focused less on M&S.

In the written replies and audience comments, respondents

emphasized that reproducibility and credibility practices should be

tightly aligned. Specifically, for scientific advancement and clinical

translation, computational models must be both reproducible (i.e.,

have mutually consistent model outputs) and accurate. Model

predictions that do not match what happens in the physical world

(i.e., experimental measurements) will not advance the field. In

comparing model predictions and experimental measurements, errors

in the physical experiments must also be considered. Audience

members commented that the results of some physical experiments

may be more difficult to reproduce than those of computational

models due to high sensitivity of outputs to initial conditions (e.g.,

polyethylene wear studies using gait simulators).57

A limitation of this survey is that respondents were not asked to

provide their affiliation (academic, industry, regulatory, etc.) and role

(student, faculty, staff, and so on), which would help to interpret

the responses. Second, we acknowledge that we were not exhaustive

in inclusion of perspectives, yet a range of authors are included

whose expertise spans M&S in tissue, joint, and neuromuscular

biomechanics. Future workshops could focus discussion to specific

components of the knee, such as ligament, cartilage, meniscus, and

neuromuscular M&S.

7 | CONCLUSION

Concerns regarding irreproducibility of preclinical research findings

among the scientific community and funding agencies are highly

relevant to physics‐based M&S of the knee spanning the academic,

regulatory, and industry sectors as these tools achieve broad

adoption and widespread use.21,22 To raise awareness on reproduc-

ibility challenges in computational knee biomechanics, a community

of knee modeling researchers organized a workshop at ORS 2019. In

the academic sector, a rigorous, open, multi‐institutional study is

underway to determine the state of reproducibility.21,22,37 In the

regulatory space, more work to specify reproducibility requirements

in M&S of the knee is needed to foster confidence in the widespread

adoption of these tools for device evaluation in regulatory submis-

sions. Concerning the industrial sector, preclinical design and

assessment of joint replacement technology will be enhanced by

utilizing sensitivity analyses to address irreproducibility stemming

from indeterminacy in personalized modeling. Thought leaders in the

M&S community emphasized the need to increase collaboration and

data sharing to disseminate knowledge and minimize duplication of

efforts. Workshop attendees stressed that credibility and reproduc-

ibility assessment should be tightly aligned. Nearly all survey

respondents (97%) considered reproducibility to be an important

issue. They indicated a strong desire to continue discussions at future

ORS meetings not only on reproducibility but also on credible

practices in M&S. This feedback led to a series of M&S‐themed

Research Interest Group meetings at subsequent ORS meetings from

2020 to 2022. Survey respondents thought that individual laborato-

ries were most responsible for ensuring reproducible practices in

M&S and secondarily were journals. Accordingly, insufficient detail in

the methods section of publications and lack of access to source

data and code were perceived to be drivers of irreproducibility,

yet less than half of respondents belonged to laboratories with

well‐established procedures for reproducibility. Therefore, irreprodu-

cibility may be addressed by individual laboratories via developer's/

user's guides, for example, but also through targeted efforts by

scientific journals via increased publication opportunities for repro-

ducibility efforts and new or streamlined resources and support for

open data sharing of source code and model assets. Forums such as

this workshop are an important part of community‐based open

efforts to enhance model credibility, which is a prerequisite for

widespread adoption of these powerful tools to improve patient care.
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